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Brain-Machine Interfaces as Commodities:

Exchanging Mind for Matter

Brain-machine interfaces (BMIs), also referred to as brain-computer interfaces (BCIs), are electronic devices that enable detection of activity in the brain or nervous system, direct the operation of computerized machines or devices, and often send signals back to the brain in order to generate further outcomes. BMIs offer a host of applications, both therapeutic and consumer oriented, but they also pose unique problems for the safety, privacy, and psychological identity of the user. The status of BMI devices as commodities also places the users in a decidedly unequal position relative to the manufacturers and retailers of the equipment and software. These issues, along with concern for the spiritual engagement of users with technologies that significantly impact their minds and experience of embodiment and ensoulment, make development of BMIs a topic that should be of particular interest to Catholic theologians and healthcare professionals.

BMI technology

One might describe BMI technology as a combination of four processes: neuronal signal acquisition, signal preprocessing, feature extraction through computer analysis, and classification of data (Gonfalonieri 2018). Many BMI technologies also include “writing” data back to the brain, thereby stimulating selected neurons to initiate brain functions or motor functions or send signals to a computerized machine, isolated computer, or other digital device. Signal acquisition, or detecting neuronal activity in the brain or peripheral nerves, may be achieved in several ways. The most common of the less-invasive technologies is EEG (electroencephalogram), which
measures electrical activity in the brain, but fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging) or FNIRS (functional near-infrared spectroscopy) are also used frequently to measure blood flow that corresponds to neural activity. DARPA, the research agency within the U.S. military, is also working with commercial entities to explore the use of non-invasive technologies such as ultrasound waves, optical tomography to measure optical path-length changes, and magnetometers (DARPA 2019). The technologies vary in their effectiveness, accuracy, speed, location, and spatial extension when recording brain activity.

Invasive technologies for signal acquisition involve placing nodes attached to electricity-conducting wires inside the skull or near peripheral nerves in healthy portions of amputated or otherwise severed limbs. The Utah Array uses 100 such nodes in the skull, and as many as five may be used at a time. Well-known entrepreneur Elon Musk’s company Neuralink has developed an invasive technology with as many as 3,000 electrodes rapidly sewn into the surface of the brain (Samuel 2019; Tournas and Johnson 2019; Musk 2019). Musk claims to be aiming for clinical trials in humans in 2020 (Gaunt and Collinger 2019). Synchron has tested (with further clinical trials underway) a technology in a human patient that simply places a stent into the back of the neck to measure changes in blood oxygenation with near-infrared light (Synchron n.d.). Using 16 electrodes, the system can record activity in about 1,000 neurons in the motor cortex (Corbyn 2019). Some technologies utilize neuronal signals acquired outside the brain. Osseointegration connects electrodes that are anchored through the bone (Ortiz-Catalan et al. 2014), and robotic prostheses may be operated through muscle reinnervation that assists amputees with retargeted, healthy nerves (Kuiken 2019; Scully 2019).

DARPA and its commercial and university participants have had varied success with non-invasive technologies like pairing ultrasound and magnetic waves and genetically altering
cells so that neurons will respond more reliably to magnetic fields (Tullis 2019). One group of researchers is developing a technique of “sonogenetics” by which selected viruses are inserted into brain cells to genetically alter them for greater sensitivity to ultrasound signals (Ibsen et al. 2015; Chalasani 2019). Facebook is hard at work to create fMRI headsets and augmented reality glasses for applications including thought-generated speech, controlling digital devices, remote typing, and communicating with others in a virtual environment (Regalado 2019; Samuel 2019[2]; Facebook 2019; Moses et al. 2019).

With the development of EEG technology that operates through more comfortable dry connections to the surface of the skull, Facebook and other companies are racing to develop non-invasive technologies that can be worn in headsets and goggles for a variety of consumer purposes, with some therapeutic implications. The company Emotiv is already selling relatively affordable headsets and earbuds that can decode and analyze brain signals with machine learning software and transmit data via wireless signals to be stored in the cloud (an Internet-based, broad network of computers) (Emotiv n.d.). NextMind has developed a back-of-the head device that enables thought-controlled manipulation of computers that respond to the user’s visual actions; humans have been able so far to complete tasks like changing a TV channel or crack the code on a safe (NextMind n.d; Pardes 2020).

**Integration with artificial intelligence**

BMI technology relies on a device-embedded computer that operates at various levels of artificial intelligence (AI). These computerized machines are controlled by complex algorithms developed by the manufacturers, typically utilizing a “neural network,” which is an abstract computer model that identifies relevant signals from neurons, “maps” them by pairing them with
desired outputs, and represents the interactions in a multi-level structure of possible combinations. To improve a neural network, the model will be tested or “trained” with actual data from the subject’s brain. Recently, some scientists have been able to identify more stable activity patterns underlying common movement skills, and this will allow them to predict patterns rather than constantly re-interpret the rapid firing of individual neurons (ScienceBlog 2020). The military is working on models that identify common patterns across individuals so their devices can follow more predictable signals from pre-selected neurons without relying on the inflow of data from just one individual (Powers 2017). On the other hand, some researchers are helping AI-operated computerized devices to recognize certain typical states in discrete individuals to enhance the efficiency of adapting neural nets to the unique characteristics of that person (Powers 2017).

Machine learning (ML) is a form of artificial intelligence in which a machine’s algorithms adapt over time in response to actual machine experience (signals, movement, or external stimuli) and data analysis. During continued use, the algorithms should change repeatedly until they most accurately translate neuronal signals into the desired and expected actions of the device. Model-based reinforcement learning is an enhanced process whereby the computer learns from its trial-and-error experiences to build a model of experiences, adaptations, and results, and then uses this model to more efficiently “choose” actions when faced with new situations. Another variation called neuromodulation allows adaptation in a brain-machine interface of the input-output sequence programmed when decoding individual neuronal signals; instead of adapting the modeled linkages between signals as with model-based reinforcement learning, the programmed response to each individual signal also changes as the machine learns through experience (Won, et al. 2020).
Robotic prosthetics and exoskeletons

Scientists have been creating BMI prostheses since the 1990s, but the technology has changed rapidly in the past several years. In 2019, Carnegie Mellon University scientists announced development of a mind-controlled robotic arm that operated through EEG technology rather than brain implants and could accurately follow a computer cursor (College of Engineering, Carnegie Mellon University 2019). Other BMI technologies use supernumerary robotics to append new, additional limbs to a person’s body in order to accomplish tasks – from lifting and grasping to travelling – more efficiently and effectively. A brain controlled third arm has been developed and tested to enhance not only the physical dexterity of the wearer but to also develop cognitive skills such as musical rhythm (Gopinath and Weinberg 2016).

Researchers have also enjoyed success with new sensor and artificial skin technologies that allow a prosthetic user to enjoy tactile sensations through the robotic limb in BMI devices (Hruska 2019). Microstimulation of residual nerve fibers allowed the user to grip fragile objects more accurately and distinguish their size and softness. Prosthetic legs have been created that have sensors on the insole of the foot and inside the knee, connected with electrodes implanted in the user’s thigh (Petrini 2019). Researchers are quickly gaining ground in developing artificial skin that can cover robotic machines, including prostheses, and can more accurately sense contact, temperature, acceleration, and proximity to objects (Technical University Munich 2019). One type of artificial skin sends electronic signals 1,000 times the speed of the human nervous system (Lee et al. 2019).

An exoskeleton is an external machine structure that supports the body and enhances limb movement. French researchers have created a BMI exoskeleton that allowed a tetraplegic to
move all four limbs through intentional signals from his brain (Wilson 2019). Other researchers have demonstrated greatly improved performance for a BMI exoskeleton by training users to rely less on strategic thoughts and more on the motor imagery (McFarland and Wopaw 2018).

**Communication, Visual, and Affective Applications**

In 2019, five people with epilepsy were able to send brain signals to their lips, tongue, jaw, and larynx that caused a BMI to produce verbal phrases as intended (Regalado 2019[2]). The BMI was surgically implanted in their skulls. Other researchers were able to decode spoken responses to questions in real time, gaining speed by first identifying brain activity that indicated which predefined question was heard by the subject (Moses et al. 2019). Stanford University scientists have expanded the possibilities by generating speech through a BMI that instead focused on a region of the gyrus involved in hand and arm movements (Stavisky et al. 2019).

One BMI device, with an invasive array attached to the back of the user’s skull, allowed a blind woman to see very low-resolution shapes and colors (Juskalian 2020). In 2019, researchers used EEG detection of brain signals, magnetic communication of the signals, and pulses of light as cues to enable three persons to collaborate on a task (Martone 2019). Even with “noise” deliberately interfering with the magnetic signals, one person was able to receive thought-initiated directions from two others, perceive the accuracy of their signals, and solve basic problems.

A wide variety of applications for “affective BMIs” involve detecting or influencing users’ emotions or moods (Steinert and Friedrich 2020). One researcher’s EEG-based system is highly accurate in identifying positive and negative states (Wu et al. 2017). Some devices can
identify the user’s moods and adjust the content of a novel or game in response (Brouwer et al. 2015; Andujar et al. 2015).

**Technical problems**

Despite increasingly rapid progress, BMI devices face a host of potential problems. Surgically implanted devices can cause scar tissue, infections, and damage to micro-vasculature with potential hemorrhaging. We don’t know yet if BMI devices, especially those that access thousands of neurons, will alter the neurons or their interactions in some unintended way. It has already been demonstrated that deep brain stimulation (DBS), now a common technology for stimulating portions of the brain, experiences infections and device failures, perhaps exceeding 4% of cases (Zhang et al. 2017). Removal or replacement of invasive BMI devices will also require further surgery.

The integration of AI and machine learning into BMIs, while greatly enhancing the devices’ capabilities, can be problematic. Most importantly, it is difficult to gain or retain insight into the decisions made by an AI-driven device when those decisions are based on highly complex, changing, and voluminous data signals, not to mention the millions of changes to algorithms that may be made as the device is trained. DARPA is exploring ways for AI to generate real-time explanations for its output and actions, aiming to produce information that increases persons’ trust in the reliability of robotic systems (Gao et al. 2019). An explanation of what happens is not, however, an explanation of why, and translating such data into easily understood and simplified statements is very difficult for the use of developers, let alone the end-users.
BMI devices with AI and wireless technology will be vulnerable to hacking from persons who seek to interfere with the devices’ operations, manipulate them, or access information. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has warned about serious vulnerabilities in internet-connected medical devices of all types, and has specifically identified problems with pacemakers (U.S. Food and Drug Administration 2019). With a BMI device, one study found that hackers might cause the user to unwittingly spell incorrect words (Zhang et al. 2020).

**User identity and autonomy**

Users of any device that coordinates with and partially extends bodily functions, especially those associated with the brain, may wrestle with its implications for their identity and social interactions (Haselager 2013). The experience of patients treated with DBS is illustrative, for some such patients have experienced damage to their personal identities as well as impulse-control issues like hypersexuality or excessive gambling, apathy, or a confused sense of agency (Drew 2019; Klein et al. 2016; Volkmann et al. 2020). The psychological issues for DBS patients were not only deteriorative, but also occurred during restoration of their prior perceived identities (Gilbert et al. 2017). Such problems may extend to a host of issues of personal integrity in BMIs (Lavazza 2018). When persons lose limbs and wear prostheses, their psychological health and social relations depend significantly on the level of difficulty with the prosthesis (Gallagher and MacLachlan 1999). Some wearers may conceptually blur the lines between the object and their self, perceiving merely a fluid process of bodily “re-territorialization” (Middleton 2017).

Because BMIs decode, influence, and interact with a person’s mental acts and intentions, the physical and moral autonomy of the user might be questioned. This is especially a problem when “offloading computations” from the brain to a BMI that independently alters and adapts
algorithms in a continuous yet invisible process. A user might experience doubt about whether
the device or the person is in control of decisions as mundane as moving a computer cursor in a
particular direction or as momentous as harming another person through the movements of a
prosthetic arm or exoskeleton. With affective BMIs, uncertainty about the authorship or
implications of emotional states can interfere with the user’s experience of their own intentions
and reasoning, or even their actions toward others.

Beyond moral responsibility, there may be profound legal questions about liability that
our current laws are unable to adequately disentangle (Nakar et al. 2015; Grübler 2011;
Weinberger and Greenbaum 2016). It may be possible, for example, to use BMI devices to
determine if a suspect or court witness is lying (Monaro et al. 2017). Regarding liability, to what
extent is the user responsible for training and concentrating on the operation of the BMI device,
or even for choosing to use the device in the first place? Legal cases involving harm caused by
devices integrated with AI have so far tended to place blame on the user, who appears to be a
“liability sponge” in contrast to the manufacturer and others involved in an incident (Hao 2015).

Commodification of BMIs

Estimates of the commercial market for BMIs vary considerably, with one report
expecting a global market size of $2.67 billion in 2026 (Reports and Data 2019). Medical
purposes for BMIs may reach close to 80% of total commercial production as an aging
population and neurodegenerative diseases drive most of the increase (Juniper Research 2019).
The market value of the global limb prosthetics industry is expected to reach $2.7 billion by
2024, with an annual growth rate of 5.8% CAGR (Zion Market Research 2019). For robotic
prosthetics specifically, in 2016 the global market size was around $790 million (Grand View Research 2017).

High prices and relatively low reimbursement rates for limb prosthetics among insurers may dampen the rate of growth for robotic prosthetics sales, as such products can be priced at $100,000 or more. Those costs may fall, however; a company called Brain Robotics announced in 2018 development of an electromyography-enabled prosthetic hand that is expected to sell for under $5,000 (Johnson 2018). The number of potential consumers of prosthetic BMIs may expand dramatically with the prevalence of diabetes and an aging population with more cases of osteoarthritis.

The commercial exchange involved in a user’s purchase of a BMI device is unique in regard to the sensitivity of privacy and identity issues related to one’s brain functions. In order to receive the machine and access the manufacturer’s software updates and ongoing maintenance, the user will need to pay money (sometimes with assistance from an insurance entity) and grant significant access to their brain signals and patterns. The incalculable and transcendent nature of the value of mental data may cause it to be under-appreciated by users who are eager to obtain the functional benefits of BMI devices. Subsequent loss of the brain-machine connection could be psychologically damaging; will poorly counseled consumers be aware of the risk of repossession of a BMI prosthetic during financial disputes or the manufacturer’s bankruptcy (Bologna 2020; Drew 2019)?

It remains to be seen what legal rights the user will retain in regard to liability, disputes, data ownership, and privacy, but service contracts and privacy statements from software and electronic device manufacturers as well as providers of various internet-based services often skew heavily against the users, if only in their intelligibility (Kulenkamp 2020). Published
research has indicated that over 90% of consumers do not read terms of service contracts that they consent to (Guynn 2020). The willingness and capability of BMI manufacturers to override consumer protections in a highly lucrative market may not support much peace of mind for users and their healthcare providers. For years, implantable device manufactures have enjoyed various protections from lawsuits by users (Bailey 2010), and it is unclear if these protections will also extend to BMI producers.

BMI developers and future retailers may be overly eager to derive a near-term profit from their efforts, sacrificing consumer safety. The data provided so far from Neuralink neglects to share such information as rates of infection or compatibility of materials with human tissue (Kent 2019). Owner Elon Musk is listed as the sole author of a recently published paper detailing Neuralink’s new technology, and the associated research has not been published in peer-reviewed studies (Musk 2019). Concerns about transparency among commercial BMI efforts resembles controversies that previously surrounded DBS technologies (Erickson-Davis 2012).

Privacy concerns and issues of brain data ownership will be amplified by the role of the user as the intentional agent and producer of the data acquired, stored, analyzed, and repeatedly used to adapt the algorithms that guide BMI output. Who then has a right to determine the use of brain signal data, especially when it informs large-scale studies, further development of BMI software and training of machines, or sharing with researchers and other developers? Does the user as initial producer of the data have a financial or property claim on profitable development of AI that is derived from it? The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) has taken these questions seriously in requests for public comments regarding copyrights and patents (Department of Commerce 2019).
Much of the research on BMIs, while funded by commercial entities and government agencies, occurs in universities where the culture and interest of researchers is to share datasets widely. The most robust protection of privacy in data sharing, however, is a multi-layer series of data “silos” that segment encrypted information that is controlled at individual, application, corporate, and industry levels. The privacy interests of individual users are therefore pitted against the interests of powerful research, educational, corporate, and even state institutions. One might consider the experience in 2019 with Microsoft’s MS Celeb database, which a watchdog organization discovered was distributing facial recognition data of ordinary citizens to corporate and state entities, including the aggressive surveillance programs in China (Song 2019).

Facebook has recently been subject to historic fines for social media privacy violations and facial recognition technology abuse (Federal Trade Commission 2019).

Although BMIs currently focus on accessing brain signals specific to narrowly defined tasks or perceptions, rapid advancements in neurology and BMI technologies indicate that BMI devices may one day access further brain signal data for expanded purposes. How far can the technology take us, and how much control will users have over the information gained from BMI operations? For example, patterns of neuronal signals may indicate health concerns, emotions, cognitive impairments, or conditions such as pregnancy that are beyond the scope of a device’s intended applications (Schwartz 2019). Many potential applications for BMIs open opportunities for neuromarketing, data sharing, and state coercion. It may be possible to predict individual intentions, as has been achieved in a limited way through fMRI (Soon et al. 2013; Haynes et al. 2007). Our democratic system could be put into disarray with identification or prediction of persons’ political attitudes through neural patterns (Schreiber et al. 2013).
If such data is collected, decoded, and stored by a device, then shared with a manufacturer, software developer, or researcher, it may reach an unwanted third party or hacker, whether intentionally or not. Some social media companies currently treat nearly all the data shared by their users with friends as inputs to sophisticated, targeted advertising that is not always desired or in the best interests of the users. Facebook, for example, has been accused of recording users’ emotions through manipulation of news feeds and of detecting teenagers’ need for a “confidence boost” to assist advertisers with targeted pitches (Levin 2017).

Even when aggregated data cannot be attributed to individuals by third parties, sharing that data may be decidedly against their interests as a group. Insurance companies, for example, might learn to raise premiums for a class of BMI users by identifying and correlating certain health risks with that population, or researchers might label that population as more likely to commit a crime. This tendency can be seen in other industries; there is already heavy interest in finding such correlations based on genetic data, including data gathered through ancestry or other tests sold to consumers (Kaiser 2019; Gard et al. 2019).

Will BMI technology advance to a point where corporations can influence or even plant thoughts in the users’ brains, and how will users maintain control over such applications when the algorithms in AI and their constant adaptation in machine learning are so obscure? Some BMI devices already “write” signals back to the brain, assisting a user, for example, with responsive movement of a robotic prosthesis or stimulating reminders to take medications when an epileptic is in danger of a seizure. Researchers have demonstrated that just one hour of training with a BMI causes significant alterations in their brain’s structure and function, thereby creating opportunities for therapeutic treatment for conditions like strokes but also the eventual capacity – as neurologists expand their understanding of the human brain – for targeted
stimulation of movements, images, moods, memories, or even simple thoughts (Nierhaus et al. 2020). One company has created a device that enables remote control of neural circuits in the brain through light signals and drug deliveries, a small brain implant, and a smartphone interface (University of Washington Health Sciences 2019). Researchers have demonstrated wireless remote control of rats’ movements through an EEG-enabled BMI (Andrews 2020).

As profit-oriented entities, commercial manufacturers of BMI devices might focus more on the interests of wealthy consumers. Currently marketed myoelectric prostheses may cost $50,000 or more (Sharington 2017), and robotic exoskeletons are more complex and therefore unlikely to cost any less when operated with BMI technology. Surgery for invasive devices will be a significant cost in itself; bilateral surgery for DBS, for example, currently runs from $30,000 to $100,000 (Parkinson’s Foundation 2019). BMI devices that are intended for sophisticated and highly accurate decoding of neuronal patterns will be constantly upgraded for decades as neuroscience advances, reducing the likelihood that those commercial products will be available from a wide variety of cost-competing retailers. The markets for expensive, individualized health treatments are already distorted by medical tourism that undermines competition in certain countries like the United States. Potential regulation by government agencies, liability exposure for manufacturers, and the increasing availability of skilled, lower-paid developers in foreign countries may encourage relocation of BMI companies to more hospitable and profitable environments.

A key stakeholder population, but not always the most lucrative for retail purposes, is comprised of persons with disabilities. Given the 1 billion persons with defined disabilities worldwide (World Bank 2019) and the wide variety of potential applications for BMI devices, especially regarding mobility and cognitive functions, the market for commercial producers
could be huge. Somebody needs to pay for the BMI devices, however, and this will depend on reimbursement from insurance companies and the political will of governments to provide supportive public benefits or insurance regulations. With an almost 10% unemployment rate for disabled persons in the U.S. (Kang et al. 2018), alleviating the economic impact of the non-working disabled population with BMI devices may be an incentive that advocates can use to gain more public support.

Consumer applications for entertainment or non-therapeutic purposes may, however, generate greater demand from the wider population. Facebook is investing hundreds of millions, or even billions, of dollars in BMI technology primarily for consumers to operate personal and entertainment-oriented digital devices with their minds (Facebook 2020). One might imagine brain-control over smart home applications, intra-brain communication and game playing enhanced with virtual reality systems, or even the extinction of finger-dependent keyboards. Elon Musk seems most enthused – and quite serious – about developing Neuralink’s technology for a transhumanist future where human beings are intimately tied in through their brains to the immense store of information and analytical capacities of computer networks (Samuel 2019). On the other hand, while the companies and universities financed by DARPA are making useful advances in the benefits of BMI technology for paraplegics and epileptics, will those efforts and the funding continue when military functions for BMI become more reliably operational?

Regulating BMI manufacturers, AI developers, and their downstream end-users may be desirable, but also very difficult. Attempts at codifying broadly defined consumer rights in regard to BMI are underway in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and United Kingdom Royal Society (OECD 2019). To be effective, regulations will need to be specific to the technology, adapt to new BMI applications, and lead to the
implementation of compelling incentives and sanctions. The participants in developing and manufacturing BMI devices, however, are highly diverse, ranging from designers of electrodes to innovators in surgical methods. Participants in BMI manufacture are not like the medical industry, which is at least populated by medical professionals who have a partial mission of public service and established norms and institutional sanctions. A review of more than eighty ethics reports on AI, for example, was long on principles but short on moral and legal imperatives that can be in some way enforced (Mittelstadt 2019).

Regulatory agencies like the FDA face difficulties in “pacing,” or trying to keep up with rapidly developing technologies that quickly exceed the scope and specificity of regulations as the definitions of technologies, applications, and agents change. Commercial entities may force the FDA into extended legal battles that neutralize regulations until they are no longer relevant. Regulations can also unintentionally benefit the companies most likely to violate them; Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) mandate for statistics reporting, for example, has been criticized for encouraging advertisers to flock to largest technology companies that were the targets of the legislation (Kostov and Schechner 2019). One possibility is for regulatory agencies to focus on the practices and outcomes from companies rather than individual products, but such an approach can fail in addressing the inherent problems with technologies themselves, such as the potential for psychological damage from BMI-AI integration. The FDA has experimented with such an approach in its Pre-Cert program (U.S. Food and Drug Administration 2019[2]).

Further considerations for Catholics

In a letter to the Pontifical Academy of Life titled Humana Communitas, Pope Francis declared that AI-powered robotics “touches the very threshold of the biological specificity and
spiritual difference of the human being” (Francis, 2019). The Academy concentrated on robotics in its 2019 Assembly and has extended its robotics conversation into AI in February 2020. The president of the Academy, Archbishop Vincenzo Paglia, also warned that “Some perspectives at times surprise us with their audacity, their creativity, their potential, but also with the diversity of anthropological approaches that they express” (Pentin 2019). He was no doubt referring, in part, to secular bioethicists that apply mainly instrumentalist criteria in evaluating the ethics of technologies ranging from genetic engineering of embryos to the use of AI in medical systems and diagnosis.

Consideration of BMIs with enhancement and even therapeutic goals might over-emphasize the importance of extending human bodies and minds. Extension can be a metaphorical or functional representation of the way machines seem to expand the body’s presence in space, including the ethereal world of the Internet, or in physical and mental action. Theorist Ernst Kapp famously portrays technical objects as projections of human organs into the external world (Kapp 2018), while Andy Clark’s and David Chalmers’ “extended mind thesis” suggests that technical artifacts and electronic media create a semi-determining environment that forms the mind when integrated into its cognitive functions (Clark and Chalmers 1998).

While providing important insights into the interaction of technical artifacts and systems with human persons, such secular representations can reinforce a false sense of dualism in human nature. Either the mind is extended, or the body, or both, but it is not a picture of the vitally unified, partly transcendent person acting in the world. This is what enables the transhumanists to imagine the preservation of personhood while somehow “uploading” the conscious mind into a merger with an electronic network of computers or overcoming bodily death by recording neuronal structures and patterns in a digital format. It also reinforces a
popular fascination with the science fiction fantasy (or tragedy) of an essential union between
machine and human body into a “cyborg”.

As Catholics, however, we understand that the person is a unity of body and soul, not
primarily an interaction of body and brain-instantiated mind. “The human body shares in the
dignity ‘of the image of God’: it is a human body precisely because it is animated by a spiritual
soul, and it is the whole human person that is intended to become, in the body of Christ, a temple
of the Spirit” (Catholic Church 1997, 367). In the theology explained by Thomas Aquinas, the
soul is not an independent substance or separate kind of matter, but the form of the human body
(Aquinas 2017, I, Q75-76); following Aristotle’s interpretation, that form is what helps define
the material substance, the human body, into its nature as a rational person. The human mind is
therefore not an addition to or self-subsistent captain of the human body, but instead the intellect
is a power of the soul that strives ultimately toward perfection in the knowledge of God found in
the afterlife. Secular emphasis on extension of the mind or of the body can otherwise pose an
imagined obstacle to Christian wisdom about the person as a dignified child of God with a
purpose far greater than instrumental mastery over nature.

As a body-soul unity with essential dignity, the patient legitimately calls to us to apply
BMI technologies for therapeutic purposes in their care. Many BMIs are however designed for
applications that primarily enhance capabilities or entertain. The Congregation for the Doctrine
of the Faith has warned us about blind enthusiasm for enhancement of human persons in the
context of genetic therapies: “The key to man's dignity does not lie in his autonomy or in his
reason, in his ability to decide for himself or in creating his own universe: it is found rather in his
reality as a human person, the only earthly creature that God has wanted for its own sake, the
man ‘formed’ by God, into whose nostrils God breathed the ‘breath of life’” (Congregation for
the Doctrine of the Faith 2008, 11,a). We also must be careful to balance the risks and benefits of
any therapy in a proportionate manner (United States Conference of Catholic Bishops 2018,
§31). With all the significant dangers of BMIs for autonomy, moral responsibility, psychological
integrity, and social withdrawal, and all the spectacular temptations of entertainment and
instrumental applications, the user of a BMI will want to reflect deeply on whether a BMI device
will further their purpose in virtue, worship, and ultimate felicity in the vision of God.

The sale of BMIs as commodities only exacerbates this dilemma. As Pope Francis has
warned, a “technocratic paradigm” in the contemporary culture applies the instrumental
rationality of technology – a dominant mentality that prioritizes evaluation of the efficiency,
utility, and efficacy of means over an appraisal of the ends – to the abuse of dignified persons as
mere objects for achieving secular goals (Francis 2015, §101-114). This technocratic paradigm is
most prevalent in the drive for consumer acquisition and corporate greed for excessive profits
(Francis 2015 §109, 144, 203). This is the logic of accumulation and exchange, similar to the
concept of Martin Heidegger’s “standing reserve” whereby things and human beings become
mere fodder for a self-propelling economy of production and marketing (Heidegger 1993).

Medical professionals and bioethicists will have a hard time convincing patients of the
crucial distinction between therapeutic care for the person, enabled radically through BMI
devices, and instrumental or frivolous use of BMIs with potentially dangerous technologies. The
patient must not subject their invaluable integrity as a person to the highly unequal and
manipulative exchange of the mind, or even the soul, with a BMI manufacturer. The proliferation
of BMI devices, as never before, places medical and bioethics counselors squarely in the middle
of a deeply personal, ideological confrontation between the spiritual and secular goals of each
human patient. Although medical professionals, counselors, and bioethicists necessarily have
very practical objectives in mind, whether it is the process of healing a patient or interpreting the implications of principles of beneficence and informed consent to more mundane medical decisions, the profound questions associated with BMIs call for what Roberto Dell’Oro refers to as “an elemental attunement to the deeper sources of life, over, or against, the ethos we superimpose upon them, thus clogging what is primal with constructions of our own making” (Dell’Oro 2019). The quandary of BMI development, use, sale, and consumption is at its heart the fundamental dilemma of our hyper-technological age.
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